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Preview Our New
Name and Logo!
Natasha Latour Marketing Manager
As you know we’ve been talking about changing
our name to River Valley Co-op and developing a new logo for nearly 2 years. The time has
come for amplifying the value of cooperatives by
including the word co-op in our name. This can
serve to help spread education and awareness
of the cooperative business model in our own
community and beyond. I am really looking forward to being part of this movement by having
the word co-op prominently placed in our name.
Our previous logos served us very well. The
first one made us look credible during our
start-up stage; the second one helped establish
us an accessible, friendly, thriving local grocery
market specializing in fresh local foods.
Our goal for the new logo and name
change is to accentuate our cooperative values, community ownership,
and dedication to building the local
food movement.
The great feedback you gave us
on our Wild About Local animal
tote bags inspired the new look of
the logo. The black bear and asparagus are both iconic symbols of our

local community life and our love of the environment, local farming, and fresh healthy foods.
The black bear with a crate of asparagus is the
perfect ambassador for our new name, River
Valley Co-op and new official logo tag line,
wild about local!
Watch for these upcoming changes everywhere! We plan to roll out the new logo this fall.

Farm Fresh and Local
Natasha Latour Marketing Manager
Here in the Pioneer Valley we are fortunate to
be surrounded by so many small scale farms
practicing sustainable agriculture. As active
supporters of local farming, River Valley Market
has had the privilege of fostering many long
lasting relationships with local vendors.
Riverland Farm is a family farm growing
a diverse array of certified organic vegetables and fruits on 33 acres. Their land rests
on the banks of the Connecticut River in
Sunderland, MA and boasts some of the
best vegetable soil in the world. For their
customers, they grow over 60 different
vegetable and fruit crops with over 100
varieties, including scallions, bunched
Continued on page 4
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MESSAGE FROM OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM

Changing Times
“Local” and “Community”
continue to be the touchstones
for our work.
Dorian Gregory River Valley Market Board President
It seems we are in the midst of huge change–
around the country, marriage equality is the law of
the land and confederate flags are coming down
in state capitols across the U.S. South. Changes
are happening here at the co-op, too. In May,
we held our first of many conversations in which
more than 50 member-owners came together
for discussions of changes in the retail grocery
market and strategies to ensure we continue to
thrive, while staying true to our mission of creating
a just marketplace that nourishes the community.
We asked participants to explore and share their
perspectives on the following question:
Since the store opened, how has our co-op impacted you and our community, and how can our
co-op have a greater impact in the future?
Participants were enthusiastic and the responses
were fantastic. “Local” and “community” continue
to be the touchstones for our work, with a focus
on what we do well and encouragement to keep
doing it.
It’s clear that we support the cooperative way
of doing business: in March, just over 5,000 member-owners received dividend checks totaling over
$100,000. More than 47% of you donated your
dividends to support the start-up and development of new food co-ops. $15,858 was donated
to the Food Co-op Initiative, a non-profit supporting the start up of new food co-ops. $15,858
was invested in co-op development through our
very own River Valley Co-op Community Fund
(which pays its dividends to local non-profits
selected by the co-op).
In these changing times, shining the light on
our cooperative identity is one strategy we are
employing to continue our success. We’ve been

known as “River Valley Market, your locally-grown
food co-op”, and as we reflect on our strength, it
feels that the time is right to change that to “River
Valley Co-op, Wild about Local”. We’re still the
same great market place, where everyone is welcome. Always. And letting the world know we’re a
co-op and that a co-op can be this awesome, is all
part of sharing our passion for local ownership.
Phase two of the remodel begins this fall and
it will bring more energy efficiency, better use
of the space we currently inhabit, and improved
shopping flow with a re-arrangement of the more
crowded areas of the store. The goal is to keep
the current shopping experience the best it can
be, even as we look to add another store as soon
as is physically feasible.
Enhancing our ability to lead the change, a
majority of current board members attended
the annual national Consumer Cooperative
Management Association conference this June,
where directors had the opportunity to meet
with and learn from some of our most experienced and passionate cooperators on topics such
as “Embracing Change”, “Strategic Leadership”,
“Telling Our Story”, “Be the Best Retailer”, and
“Growing Our Co-op”. The conference is a wonderful opportunity to benefit from lessons learned
and develop peer support of all kinds.
“Wild about Local” really sums up what River
Valley Co-op does well and who we are. We are
locally owned, we buy local food and grocery
items, and we are passionate about both. As
owners of our co-op, we can manage through the
changing landscape, as in some ways, we really do
get to be the change we want to see in the world.

Store Remodel Starts Soon!
Phase 2 of our store remodel is planned
to begin the week of August 24th.
Rochelle Prunty General Manager
We completed phase one with the deli, seating area, and an
added register lane last fall. The new equipment in prepared
foods improved employee's workspace and increased our product
offerings. The added register lane improved the speed of check
out. The benefits of these changes resulted in large sales increases
for our Deli Department and smoother, faster operations at the
front end. Phase one was the easy part of the remodel project
because the scope was relatively limited.
Our phase two co-op remodel addresses the needs in the rest
of the store to increase capacity for storage and display of products
and improve what we grocers call traffic flow, (ease of customer
movement through the aisles)…without adding additional space to
the building. Did you know we are at the maximum building size
allowed for our site and we need all our available outdoor space
for either parking or to meet our requirements for green space?
Since we can’t expand out, we looked for ways to go up. We
are not adding a second floor, but we are going higher with new
shelving and some new taller coolers.
The biggest change will be shifting the orientation of our Cheese and
Wine Department for better service visibility and ease of shopping in this
area. We are giving up 4 ft in the grocery aisles to make room for this.
We are replacing our beer and dairy coolers with taller, more energy
efficient coolers with doors. Since the current beer and dairy coolers are
taller than the current produce coolers, we are going to reuse them in the
produce department, (the current smaller produce coolers will be sold to
another store).
We are adding a larger (16 feet) more energy efficient fresh meat cooler
with doors and freezer to replace the smaller (8 feet) fresh meat case we
added a couple years ago. And we are moving that smaller meat case to the
produce department. The open beverage and bakery case near the hot bar
will be replaced with a taller more energy efficient case with doors.
We are getting new taller bulk fixtures that will also add some capacity to
that growing department. The bulk upgrade will include improved lighting
and a couple new digital scales.
All our old equipment will be sold to a used equipment vendor and
reused in other stores, maybe even some co-ops.

New Cheese Display Cases

Marah, Wellness Department Manager, has been working with the store
designer and me to improve the layout in the Wellness Department. We
are changing the shelving orientation and making the service desk more
accessible and functional for customers and staff.
Throughout the store we are upgrading the lighting to be brighter in
many areas and more energy efficient. We are also repainting the walls and
replacing our energy efficient translucent upper windows with transparent
energy efficient windows. This will change the views to the cliff from the
retail floor and to the parking lot and beyond from the mezzanine.
We are adding storage wherever we can find places. I can’t emphasize
enough how badly we simply need more places to put things. For staff, this
is a constant stress point. We are putting a roof over our loading dock for
better protection from weather for unloading and processing deliveries.
We are also upgrading our HVAC for better energy efficiency, humidity,
and temperature control. Nothing is changing a lot, but almost everything is
changing some.
While we want to minimize the store disruption, there will be some
disruption in limited areas for limited time periods and we may need to
close early or open late on occasion to accommodate construction. We
appreciate your patience and support through this process.
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FARM FRESH AND LOCAL
Continued from page 1

carrots, beets, fresh onions, brussels sprouts
and garlic, which are staples here at River Valley
Market from Riverland. They are passionate
about growing affordable, high quality, organic
produce for our local community.
Robert Lynch grew up in Scituate, MA and
realized at a young age that people needed a
stronger connection to where their food came
from. One visit to Sturbridge Village, in third
grade, and he was hooked. The farm became his
inspiration and education. Meghan Arquin's interest in farming began after taking a class at UMass
along with an internship at the Food Bank Farm,
in which she witnessed the cycle of a season
where the soil comes to life, flourishes, and then
goes dormant for the winter. Since then farming
was the life she wanted to pursue.
"I've learned how humbling producing food is.
I've watched a weeks worth of work wiped away
in a single thunderstorm. I've been more stressed
than I knew was possible. I've seen the same
diseases destroy the same crops each year only
to plant them again and hope for the best. All
of the above sound negative and no doubt they
have added another layer of gruff to my skin and
maybe a longer furrow to my brow. There have,
however, been countless rewarding experiences
that come with the territory."

“This farm increases the
quality of life for many
people in the area.
I'm proud of what we
accomplish here.”
Wherever you are, you have power to influence the agricultural industry with the choices
you make. Learn as much as you can about
organic and sustainable farming practices, get
to know your local farmers and food producers
at the co-op or farmers’ market, and above all,
vote with your dollars by buying from producers
whose food production methods you believe in.
Photographs by Jim Gipe, Pivot Media
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Left to Right: Charlie, Meghan, Rob and Cayden at Riverland Farm

Local Spotlight
Rodney Sinclair Assistant Merchandising Manager

Gray's Maple Ice Cream

Mother's Jams

Back Roads Granola

In 2013, Christopher and Elizabeth Gray began
work on an ice cream recipe. They wanted to
produce an ice cream that was local, simple, and
sweetened only with pure maple syrup. After
several months of grueling ice cream testing,
they created a recipe using only locally produced
ingredients: cream, milk, and maple syrup. In
June of 2014, Gray's Sugarhouse started selling
the ice cream at the Ashfield Farmers Market.
Christopher and Elizabeth soon began handpacking the ice cream in glass pints. You can purchase Gray's Maple Ice Cream right here at River
Valley Market! The Grays are working on additional flavors that may be available later this year.

Plant it, pick it, preserve it! This is the philosophy
and words, which they live by at Mother’s Inc.,
a Shelburne, Massachusetts company owned
and operated by the Hicks family. Mother's Inc.
produces all-natural jams, jellies, relishes, chutneys,
peanut butter, pickles
and sauces. They use
fresh local ingredients
sourced from their own
farm, as well as other
farms from the surrounding area. Mother’s
Inc. has been designated
a Local Hero, by CISA.

Virginia and Peter Vogel have a small family bakery
located on an eleven acre farm in Brattleboro, VT.
They focus on local and organic granolas and
oats that are featured local products in the River
Valley Market's Bulk and Grocery Departments.
The granola and oats from Back Roads Granola
is organic, non-GMO, and some of the products
are gluten-free as well. The bulk department has
bulk scoop your own original, gluten free, ancient
grains, and chocolate pecan granola. The Grocery
Department has in packages original, gluten free,
ancient grains, chocolate pecan granola, and
gluten-free oats.
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ROOTS OF CO-OPERATION

Building Partnerships Across Race and Class
Our Next Frontier?
Jade Barker Vice President River Valley Market Board of Directors
Cooperative grocery stores across the country
are making efforts to integrate their cooperatives
across race and class. How did they get into this
work? What are they doing? What are they learning? And what are the benefits?
Seeking answers to these questions, I reached
out to a handful of the many co-ops involved
in diversifying their staff and member-owner
base: People’s Food Co-op in Kalamazoo, Mich.;
GreenStar Cooperative Market in Ithaca, N.Y.;
and National Co+op Grocers, an organization of
143 food co-ops

Seeking Mutual Benefits

Overall, the cooperators I spoke with agreed
that serving their entire communities, not just the
white and well-off, coincided with their cooperative values. As Brandon Kane of GreenStar
explained, “Most of us end up in cooperative
work not because it’s lucrative, but because we
can make a living working for social change.” Yet,
precisely because co-ops serve mostly the white
and economically secure, cooperators can be
blind to the different ways race and class operate in our society. And when they do attempt to
address class and racial differences, a misguided
sense of being saviors can be off-putting to the
very people they hope to engage.
Part of the enthusiasm I discovered in those
doing this work seemed to come from the realization that cooperation could create true and
meaningful partnerships with benefits flowing
both ways. For example, discount programs for
people with low incomes help co-ops remain true
to their values. There a dozen programs among
New England co-ops alone that offers generous discounts to low-income shoppers, making
healthy food affordable for all.
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Currently at National Co+op Grocers (NCG),
the board of directors is working to build shared
understanding of diversity and inclusivity through
study groups, with support from several CDS
Consulting Co-op members. These general manager-led study groups, organized through emails
and conference calls, are learning about such topics as systemic racism and oppression, community
economic development, creating a welcoming
co-op culture, and reducing obstacles to accessibility. Terry Appleby, former board president of
NCG, explains that this work grew out of NCG
member co-ops’ interest in promoting a more
diverse movement. The NCG study group has
recently evolved to include about 35 members
from outside the board who are interested and
enthusiastic.

What Are Other Cooperatives Doing?
GreenStar Cooperative Market, Ithaca
Brandon Kane, GreenStar’s general manager,
was, like everyone else I interviewed, excited
about his co-op’s diversity work. “We’re discovering a new purpose, it’s not just about food and
social change with food; it’s refocusing the change
that we want to see in the world.”
After GreenStar received a critical email
accusing them of racism, the council organized
a meeting with community organizations and
individuals it had identified as “critics” and held an
off-site two-hour meeting, where they did something remarkable that started a big turnaround
for them: they listened. And then they acted.
12th Moon, president of the GreenStar Council
(the co-op’s board of directors), says, “We felt
terrible. We were open [to increasing diversity],
but we didn’t know what to do… That’s when

Excerpt reprinted with permission from Cooperative Grocer July/August 2015

the community leaders reached out and said, ‘If
you’re really serious, we’ll help you.’”
Kane says, “We got a clear recommendation
from the group: you need to make a strong stand
against systemic racism. If you say that’s what
your cooperative is about, change your systems
and how you operate, how you train people. We
drafted an anti-racism statement with them. It’s at
the top of our application and most of our marketing materials. [Systemic racism] is a pervasive
situation throughout America. People appreciate
that they are dealing with a co-op that’s trying to
address these issues and not gloss over it.”
While GreenStar leaders feel they are just
beginning their journey, the changes so far have
already been profound. Within four years, the
co-op went from 1.8 percent to 20 percent of
employees identifying as people of color.
People’s Food Co-op, Kalamazoo
People’s Food Co-op in Kalamazoo, Mich., got
its start in addressing issues of race and social
justice after a store expansion and relocation.
As a result of a relocation, General Manager
Chris Dilley and the co-op found itself between
two low-income neighborhoods, one AfricanAmerican and the other racially mixed.
Dilley and Board President Jo Ann Mundy
credit their previous board president, Aliisa Lahti,
for helping them navigate in their new environment. Dilley says that Lahti asked the board, “’We
picked a site in a neighborhood that’s primarily
people of color—do we know what we’re doing?
Is this a good idea?’ Her leadership asking those
critical questions was important.”
Lahti credits CDS Consulting Co-op member
Thane Joyal, who serves as People’s consultant
Continued on page 16

La Riojana Cooperative
Fair Trade Organic Wines from Argentina
Natasha Latour
Marketing Manager

When I first met Walter Carol, the Export
Director for La Riojana, he had been traveling
across the U.S., visiting co-ops and offering the
co-op members of National Co-op Grocers an
exclusive to La Riojana wines. This partnership
would provide our customers with a delicious
fair trade wine for a great price while also
providing his cooperative with a sustainable
future. Nestled in the beautiful Famatina Valley,
La Riojana is Argentina's largest wine cooperative
with 500 members and an annual production
of around 4 million cases of wine. They are the
world’s largest producer of certified fair trade
organic wine.
Bringing their wine to the U.S. will make it
possible for them to give their growers the Fair
Trade Premium. The Fair Trade Premium is a
sum of money paid on top of the agreed fair
trade price for investment in social, environmental or economic development projects. To
date, La Riojana Cooperative has invested over
$11 million Argentinean pesos of the Fair Trade
Premium in over 30 different projects to benefit
its members, workers, families as well as their
local communities. In 2010, the Cooperative
used the premium to build a secondary school
specializing in agriculture. When the school
opened it had just 33 pupils. Today it has a total
of 337 pupils with 12 new classrooms being
added. Construction of a new hospital in the
Chilecito area is set to start soon. In 2008 La
Riojana Cooperative was responsible for the
construction of a new drinking water supply for
Tilimuqui, one of La Riojana’s local communities,
that was struggling with 30% of its houses having
no access to drinking water.
With this new partnership, La Riojana
Cooperative will be able to get more organic

certification for their small growers, along with
providing solar pumps and solar panels for Pituil,
converting Pituil into a “green” sustainable village.
As he told me about La Riojana's history, I
felt excited for this new venture. In the time
he spent at River Valley Market, Walter spoke
with a determination to take this next step
with us that will provide so much for La Riojana
Cooperative and its surrounding communities.
Together, sharing the same beliefs and values,
our two cooperatives look forward to seeing the
new line of Riojana's wines (Malbec, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Chardonnay and Bonarda) starting
to make their way into co-ops across the U.S.
this September.
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Bodhi with his dad, Nate

WE LOVE YOUR FEEDBACK

Member-Owner
Survey
In April 2015, we conducted a member-owner survey to gather feedback
from our owners for the purpose of measuring progress and guiding our
activities going forward. Thank you to all who participated—we gathered
a wealth of information and feedback to help us meet your needs better
going forward. Overall the survey shows a high level of satisfaction with the
co-op and the trend is up overall from the last survey in 2012.
The random sample of 2,195 was drawn from member-owners for whom
email addresses were available. A total of 383 usable responses were completed in the data gathering period. Given an estimated member population
of 7,400 member-owner households and 383 responses, the estimates
included in this report should be accurate to within plus or minus 4.9% with
95% confidence. The survey was conducted by the University of Wisconsin
Extension Center for Cooperatives.
The survey showed 90% of our member-owners are satisfied or extremely
satisfied with the co-op. It also showed 92% of our member-owners are
likely or very likely to recommend the co-op to friends and colleagues.

“. . . a true community asset making
direct impact on the local economy and
local quality of life.”

Spend Most Grocery Dollars at River Valley Market

50%

43%

2015

2012

30%

2009

Customer Satisfaction

90% EXTREMELY
SATISFIED
OR SATISFIED

9%

SLIGHTLY
SATISFIED

1%

EXTREMELY
DISSATISFIED

Icons created by Dani Rolli from the Noun Project

74% of our member-owners feel we meet their needs well or very well,
which is an increase over 2012. Another 21% said we meet their needs
somewhat well and three percent feel we meet their needs somewhat
poorly or poorly, and 1% say we meet their needs very poorly. This shows
some opportunity for building on our service levels and we are looking at
the details in the survey to help us target our efforts to serve you better.
The trends in the percentage of owners that do most of their grocery
shopping with the co-op has been steadily increasing along with the significant increase in the percentage of respondents who said they spend most
of their grocery dollars at River Valley Market. There was also a statistically
significant increase in the frequency with which members shop at River
Valley Market between 2009 and 2015.
The survey showed a high degree of alignment on the values of our
triple bottom line, cooperative principles, and our mission to support local
sustainable agriculture. There was also a high level of satisfaction with the
content, methods, and level of communication from the co-op to its owners and the level of participation as owners.
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We asked people to tell us what they value most about our co-op and
the top responses were:
1) Local food/economy/sense of community
2) Selection variety of products
3) Co-op principles as practices.
Expansion Questions: We asked questions about support of expansion
to a second store in this survey. The results showed our ownership is very
supportive of an expansion to an additional store or stores. 60% support an
additional store in order to reduce overcrowding in the store and parking
lot and 40% support a second store to serve new communities. The two
highest scoring outcomes of opening a second store were reducing overcrowding in the parking lot and increasing the economic vitality of the local
food system. We interpret this as showing our owners are both practical
and visionary!
Thank you for your participation in the 2015 Co-op Owner Survey! The
information helps guide our priorities and planning for the future.

C. E. Pugh from NCG

Join the Conversation
Alex Risley Schroeder River Valley Market Board Member
How do large groups of people
ask big questions and strategically
advance their collective understanding? World Cafés!
World Café is a thinking and
listening approach used to engage
large groups of people to address important questions. CDS
Consulting Co-op, a cooperative
that provides expert advice to
co-ops nationwide, has adopted
this format for a series of events
called Cooperative Café. River
Valley Market owners, staff and
board members have twice now
used this approach. The first time
at a regional Cooperative Café
event facilitated by CDS Consulting
and held in Keene, NH. River
Valley Market chartered a bus and
brought 39 participants (staff, members, and directors) to that event.

So inspired by that experience,
board members put together
a local Cooperative Café on
May 9th. Attended by nearly 50
owners and staff, the half day
conversation helped to build
shared understanding about River
Valley Market in the context
of the increasingly competitive
marketplace and identified what
is important for our future
development. Our ability to
articulate the value of the co-op
is critical to shaping our growth
strategies, building our impact
and delivering on our cooperative
values.
We ended our day together
with a few words from each table
to capture the essence of the
conversations about River Valley
Market’s future.

Here’s a sampling:
- support local economy,
small vendors
- expanded/solidified co-op
community presence
- a co-op is more than the
product it sells
- new location–"location,
location, location"
- promote healthy eating for
all demographics
- grow the understanding of
the co-op model
- support increased local food
production
- growing our community base
- community education and
connection
- increased on-the-ground
outreach efforts
- gainful employment

- expand outreach to educate
innovatively, off-site
- more social, economic, and
cultural inclusivity
- to boldly spread our vision
- modeling a meaningful just
workplace
- focus on what we do well,
keep doing it!!
- s trong sense of belonging and
community partnership
- new economic model for
community and world
- expanding, diversifying, bridging,
catalyzing, incubating
- leading just and purposeful
relevant work business
- community, safety, nourishment,
resiliency
- local products and people
- support the co-op movement
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GOOD THINGS WE DID!

Strawberry Ice Cream Social
June provided the backdrop for our 6th Annual Strawberry
Ice Cream Social, benefiting the Northampton Survival Center, a center
dedicated to improving the quality of life for low-income individuals
and families throughout Hampshire County. Food sales from our
fundraiser netted $2,200 to help support their great work!
Party guests enjoyed live music from Swing Caravan, picnic foods from our
deli, local organic strawberries served over Bart's vanilla ice cream, face painting
by Laura of Zap-Dazzle Studio and fun with Trevor the Games Man.
To learn more about our beneficiary, visit http://northamptonsurvival.org

Photographs by Ben Barnhart
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Cooperation Benefits All in Our Community
Austin Miller Co-op Hero Awards
Christine Dutton, Andrea Stanley, Alex Risley Schroeder
River Valley Market Board of Directors

Left to Right:
The Northampton Radio Group:
The River, WHMP and Hits with
Christine Dutton
Heidi Nortonsmith, Northampton
Survival Center with Andrea Stanley
Steve Alves with Jade Barker

Every year at this time, River Valley Market honors an individual, a non-profit,
and a business that nurture and sustain our co-op and cooperative values in
our community. Nominated by our owners, this year’s three winners were
honored at the annual Strawberry Ice Cream Social held at the co-op on
June 18th.
Receiving the awards were Steve Alves, local Valley filmmaker, the
Northampton Survival Center, and the Northampton Radio Group: The
River, WHMP, and Hits. Alves' latest film, Food For Change, describes the
history of the food co-op movement in the United States and serves
as a clarion call for cooperatives as a better way of doing business. The
Northampton Survival Center was recognized for their partnership with
River Valley Market supporting the launch of Food For All (a needs-based
grocery discount program) and recent work to secure PVTA Route X98 that
loops through the City. This route stops at both the Survival Center and
the Co-op and significantly enhances food access for many. Northampton
Radio Group was recognized for its long-standing and deep commitment to
community causes– from camping out for the Cancer Connection, to walking
for hunger.
One of the principles that underlies River Valley Market’s operation is
support of community. The eight year old business, a cooperative open to
everyone and with over 7,500 owners, hews to a triple bottom line that prioritizes the local community. The awards are named in honor of Austin Miller, a
founding member-owner who assisted the co-op with construction loans. His
career was devoted to serving people in Western Massachusetts by supporting community development projects that provided housing for those in need
and food for the hungry. It is his spirit that imbues these annual awards.

In recognizing the work of these awardees, River Valley Market owners
celebrate the essential role cooperation plays in accomplishing good work
and important changes in our community. Each of the Austin Miller awardees
is an illustration of this. Alves' film reminds us of the important role that
cooperatives play in building community wealth through economic booms
and busts. The successful addition of the X98 Bus Route came about through
the collaborative work of many including legislators, residents, Survival Center
staff and clients, and River Valley Market member owners and staff. And the
stations of the Northampton Radio Group have for years served as town crier
spreading the word about events and organizations that contribute to the
health of our community; from donated radio spots, to contributions, there
likely isn't a local non-profit that hasn't benefited from this commitment to
community, and with that help been better able to accomplish their mission.
In speaking about the award, the Northampton Radio Group general
manager Dave Musante said, “Thank you for recognizing us with the Austin
Miller Co-op Hero Award. Our community work means a lot to us and
to be recognized by your organization is both humbling and gratifying. We
are taking the $500 prize and making a donation for that amount in River
Valley Market’s name to the Northampton Survival Center. Pay it forward.
Keep the faith. And thanks again!” We couldn’t have said it better! We are
keenly aware that what we can achieve is only possible with cooperation. As
we grow and expand our positive community impacts, including 30% food
bought locally, living wage jobs, support of local non-profits, environmentally
friendly operating practices, educational programs, and more, we’ll be looking
to our community to help figure out the best ways we can continue to benefit our region.
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SUMMER IN THE WINE DEPARTMENT

Wine Pairings
for the Grill
Jamie Miehls
Wine & Cheese Team

When most of us living in the Valley think of summer food we think of
outdoor cooking, more specifically grilling. From a simple grilled corn and
tomato salsa to an elaborate all day roast most of us are more likely to spend
time outside cooking over an open flame at this time of year. For most wine
drinkers the question of what to drink while grilling, and then what wine to
switch to (or stick with) while consuming the end result, can turn a simply
delicious grilled meal into a transcendent home culinary experience.
Grilled foods offer a vast array of pairing options. The one constant
through all grilled food is the caramelized sugars (char) that result from the
cooking method. The only way to do wrong with these flavors when matching
a wine is a heavier/sweeter tasting, low acid white. Taking that as a starting
point we then move onto the question of what food is being grilled?
Heavy red meats on the grill are a simple example of compliment (as
a opposed to contrasted) pairing. Huge flavored meats = huge flavored
wines. The traditional steak pairing of Bordeaux (a Cabernet and Merlot
blend usually) may not even be big enough for a grilled steak. Reach
instead for the huge dark fruit of a new world Cabernet, smoke spice and
sweetness of a U.S. made Zinfandel, the black pepper finish of a Malbec, or
smokiness of a Carmenere from Chile. The pairing possibilities with big reds
are vast with grilled red meats.
Two obvious questions arise: 1. What if I don’t feel like drinking heavy red
wine on a summer evening? 2. What if I am grilling lighter fare? The answer
to both questions is the same. Rosé. Rosé wines are made from red grapes
that have the skins removed after a very brief maceration. The results are
wines that have some of the upfront fruit, as well as spice in the finish of
a big red, but taste much lighter, cleaner and crisper. These wines will pair
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well with most of the foods a big red will, but also are light and versatile
enough to handle much lighter grilled foods without overwhelming them.
Try a bottle with a lightly grilled fish, you will be running in to thank me!
Almost without exception a Rosé will be under $20 a bottle and we have
a few great options under $10 as well! Because of their great value and
general deliciousness, these wines are my personal go-to while cooking on
the grill (when it’s not beer of course).
Finally, contrary to popular opinion it is possible, and often wonderful
to pair white wine with grilled food. It is just a little trickier to match
the flavors. On a case by case basis, this can be done and the wine
team is always happy to hear about what you are cooking and make a
recommendation based on that information. As a general rule, the safest
way to go with whites and grilled food is to contrast the char and caramel
sweetness in the food with a very dry (and higher acid) white. Instead
of matching the flavors in the food, a light snappy Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot
Grigio, or Pinot Blanc will cut through the charred food. This leaves the
palate refreshed and ready for another bite, or possibly another sip!
Remember, first and foremost the goal is to find a wine that you and
your guests will enjoy regardless of how well it matches your food. Drinking
a wine that is enjoyable for its own sake is a crucial starting point for any
true wine lover. At River Valley Market, the wine-team works hard to
ensure that there is an array of different styles (and prices) of wine available
to meet different needs. Our goal as a wine staff is to get you home with
wine that you will enjoy drinking. We are always happy to help with a
recommendation or just confirm the choice you have made. We look
forward to seeing you around the wine department.

Peaches > The Perfect Fruit
Peaches—luscious, sweetly aromatic and delicious—are arguably
the perfect fruit. It’s little wonder we use the word “peachy” to
describe something being just right.
Peaches are a good source of vitamin C. They also provide
dietary fiber, vitamin A, niacin, potassium, fluoride and iron.
A member of the rose family, the peach is a “drupe,” or
fruit with a hard stone. Depending on how the fruit attaches
to that central pit, peaches are classified as “freestone” or
“cling.” Freestone peaches are sold for eating out of hand, and
cling peaches are used for jams, canning and cooking. And yes,
nectarines are related—they’re peach cultivars with smooth,
rather than fuzzy, skin.
Among the hundreds of peach cultivars, popular varieties
include: Flavorcrest, Flavorich, Ryan Sun, Last Chance, Sweet
Dream, Spring Snow, Blushingstar, Golden Princess, Sierra Rich
and Springflame. While yellow-fleshed peaches are the most
popular type in the United States and Europe, white-fleshed
peaches are most popular in China. White-fleshed peaches are
sweeter than yellow; yellow peaches have a bit of a tang. Donut
peaches are a flat, sweet cultivar with a white flesh.
Biting into a fresh, juicy peach is a wonderful way to revel in
the delights of seasonal summer produce. The fresh fruit is also
delicious in smoothies and atop cereal and crepes.
Combine peach slices or chunks with cherries, cantaloupe,
melon, mango, passion fruit, plum, apricots, any berries and most
tropical fruits for a stellar fruit salad. They’ll also add color, delightful taste and visual interest to a leafy green salad topped with
poppy seed dressing. Peaches make wonderful jams, preserves
and butters and a unique fruit salsa, too, when combined with
minced onion, cilantro, and a red jalapeño pepper—a perfect
accompaniment to grilled chicken, fish or tofu. Speaking of grilling,
it’s a great way to bring out the sweetness of peaches.
Our local peaches will start in late July or early August.
Look for peaches that are mildly fragrant and bright. They
should be evenly colored, with no hint of green; if they’re picked
too soon they won’t be as sweet and may not ripen nicely. The
fruit should give a bit to your touch but not be too soft.
To ripen peaches that are hard, place them in a brown paper
bag for a few days. Refrigeration can make peaches mealy, but
if your peaches are approaching the too-soft stage, you can
refrigerate them for a day or two. The best approach is to only
purchase what you can soon use—which might be quite a lot
of this perfect fruit. Adapted and used by permission from strongertogether.coop

PEACH BUTTER

Ingredients
6 cups roughly-chopped fresh peaches, pits removed
Pinch of ground cinnamon and/or ginger
2 to 4 tablespoons honey (adjust as desired)
Preparation
In a large, heavy-bottom pot, stir together the peaches, spices and honey.
Cook over low-medium heat, uncovered, stirring frequently, for about
45 minutes, until the peaches begin to break down. Use an immersion
blender to puree the peaches until smooth. (A regular blender can be
used, blending the peaches in small batches.) Cook the peach puree
another 15 to 20 minutes, stirring frequently, until the mixture is thick
and spreadable. Remove from heat and let cool. Pour into mason jars or
sturdy plastic containers, cover and refrigerate.
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FROM OUR WELLNESS TEAM

Medicinal Mushrooms
Amanda Decker

Recently our wellness team got the awesome experience of going to the
2015 International Herb Symposium put on by Rosemary Gladstar and a
handful of other wonderful herbal masters. From the moment we arrived,
we were all starstruck. It felt like spotting actors or actresses in Hollywood!
The crowd at the opening ceremony included the founders of many
companies we love here at the co-op, like Herb Pharm and Host Defense.
On the first night of our stay, our keynote speaker was Paul Stamets. He
blew everyone away and left people talking for the rest of the event.
Here is a little background for those of you who don't know who Paul
Stamets is or what he does: He is the founder of Host Defense (a line of
amazing mushroom products that do everything from boost the immune
system to helping with memory), a renowned author of six books about
mushrooms and their medicinal uses, and the owner of countless patents.
He also has one of the top 10 rated TED Talks of all time. In short, he is a
huge asset to humans, plants, and animals alike.

Mushrooms have been proven to do things that were thought to be
impossible by all means, from regenerating nerves with Lion's Mane mushroom to being effectively used as a safe 'SMART' pesticide. At the same
time mushrooms and mycelium (basically the vegetative thread-like looking
stage of a mushrooms life) are very beneficial to one specific insect that we
are finding a need to protect more and more. Any guesses? Yes, the bees!
Paul started an initiative called BeeFriendly that is specifically trying to investigate what we can do to reverse colony collapse disorder and other factors
that are contributing to the drastic decline in bee population, which poses a
threat to our food security.
I could literally go on forever about all the great things Paul Stamets has
done and is continuing to do to make the world better on all levels. From
his research on the health benefits of different mushrooms, some that he
discovered himself, to BeeFriendly, he is going to help the planet for years
to come. The best way to sum it all up is with a quote by Paul himself: “I
love a challenge and saving the planet seems like a good one.”

Brain Health
Mandy Gregory

I took a class at the herb conference about strategies for brain health
taught by the executive director of the American Herbalists Guild, Mimi
Hernandez. Mimi used medical research studies to illustrate the current
landscape of what is known in relation to the health of our brains. I wanted
to take the class because I realized I never looked deeper beyond the basic
anatomy and physiology of the brain and I got the urge to look deeper.
The two main food-based strategies for brain health are fats and berries.
Two thirds of our brain is fat, the most abundant being DHA, an omega-3
fatty acid, which is not prevalent in the average western diet. It’s been
shown that a loss of DHA correlates to a loss of functional integrity in
the tissues, and that low levels of omega-3 in general cause brain shrinkage, memory loss and increased risk of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.
Consequently, increasing omega-3 has been shown to increase the size of
the brain, improve cognitive function, and decrease beta-amyloid formation.
Some omega-3 rich foods that nourish the brain are fish, nuts (walnuts in
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particular), grass-fed meat, seeds, eggs, soy, the whole cabbage family and
many leafy greens including the overlooked purslane.
Berries, namely blueberries, are touted for the anthocyanin content
in their skin. Studies with blueberries have shown improved brain performance, higher memory function in adults with memory loss, delay of
memory loss in a 6-year study, and increased levels of dopamine.
Lastly, Mimi went into proven herbal strategies for improving brain health.
One of the herbs was abundant on the campus where the conference
took place–Ginkgo biloba! In a study on elderly people exhibiting major
symptoms of cognitive decline, ginkgo produced increases in glucose and
ATP utilization, blood flow to the brain, and measurable alertness. I was
surprised to learn that lemon balm had been successful in many studies as
well. In patients with Alzheimer’s disease, taking lemon balm internally, both
the dried leaf and extract, improved cognitive performance, mood, and
sense of calm.

Committed to
Cooperative Ownership
What It's Like to Work at a Co-op
Anna Joy Sullivan

I’ve been a retail employee for over eight years.
I’ve worked at small, local businesses and international corporations, and one thing always
stayed the same: the awareness that I was
working for someone else’s bottom line. My
co-workers and I were often given instructions
on how to merchandise, how to act and what
to say, usually relayed through several levels of
management, and those orders were enforced
without any explanation of why or how it
might benefit the business or the workers. We
felt frustrated and unacknowledged, and it reflected in our workplace attitudes and efforts.
In college, I learned about one Utopian
business plan that theoretically resolved my
problems with retail: the cooperative business
model. Cooperatives are common in other
countries, but in the United States cooperatives struggle to thrive. Something about the
market, so controlled by publicly traded corporations, keeps the co-op like a rare medicinal
herb fighting in vain for sun and water against
weedy invasive species.
When I left college, I felt committed to what
I consider the cooperative revolution. I found
River Valley Market as a part of my job search
and immediately applied. From the first moment I came through the automatic doors for
my interview, I wanted to work here. I was
first hired as a Front End Team member and
quickly got into the groove of doing the same
work I had typically done in my old job: greet
customers, work the cash register, bag groceries. But here, I found I enjoyed my day. Rather
than counting down the hours, I felt present in
my work. My co-workers seemed to value my
input and my higher-ups seemed concerned
with my welfare. I found places to apply my
particular skills and felt truly useful for one of
the first times in my retail career.

Allow me to elaborate on a few aspects of
the co-op that make it different from conventionally-owned businesses. First off, the co-op
strives to hire as many full-time employees
as possible. Where many corporations (and
even small businesses) intentionally keep most
employees below the full-time threshold to
withhold costly benefits such as paid vacation and insurance, the co-op strives for each
employee to have the same benefits. Secondly,
when the co-op does better than expected,
extra profit is split between member-owners
and employees in the form of rebate checks
and gain share bonuses. That is an essential
aspect of actually wanting to do your best at
work: if the co-op does better as a whole, we
benefit from it materially as individuals. A final,
more subtle difference (but perhaps the most
important) is that employees are encouraged
to voice their opinions about how things should
be done. While management does it’s job to
oversee a large group of workers with rules
and regulations, we are free to question those
rules and suggest changes.
From day one at River Valley Market, I had
a sense of mutual respect between myself and
my workplace. And as shoppers of the co-op,
we can all feel good knowing our grocery shopping actually supports a growing movement
towards livable wages, benefits for everyone,
and respectful workplaces. We are due to
open a new store in the next few years, and I
think that’s a surefire sign the co-op is ready to
take off in the United States. Our strength as
a single store raises the strength of the entire
cooperative movement. That’s another grounding feature of the cooperative business model:
we are as strong as each and every individual
added together.
Top Left Clockwise: Co-op staff Anna, Jennifer, Hunter and Ramon
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Continued from page 6

Patronage
Rebate
Pay it Forward
This year, $116,601 in vouchers for the 2014
patronage dividend rebates were mailed to 5,015
member-owners before the March 15th deadline.
The mailing included the information about
how the patronage dividend was calculated,
instructions for how to redeem them, and the
applicable bylaws related to patronage dividends.
2,492 patronage rebate vouchers (totaling
$84,884) were redeemed for cash or credit on
purchases and 2,369 (totaling $31,717) were
donated. A donation of $15,828 was made to
the Food Co-op Initiative which is a non-profit
that provides free support and some grants
for start-up food co-ops. River Valley Co-op
Community Fund also received a donation of
$15,828, which supports co-op development and
earns dividends that are donated annually to local
non-profits we select. This year, Frontier Co-op
and Equal Exchange will match $1,500 to our
River Valley Co-op Community Fund.

Thank-You River Valley Cooperators
from the Food Co-op Initiative

The generosity of the River
Valley Co-op owners is
amazing! All of us at Food
Co-op Initiative are grateful
for the monetary support and elated by your
commitment to support all the new food co-ops
striving to reach their goals. As one of the first
co-ops in the “third wave” of food co-op growth,
River Valley has been a beacon of hope and
inspiration for the startups watching your success.
From all of us and the co-ops we support and
love, a heartfelt Thank you!
-Stuart, Jacqueline, and Mary
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for Co-op Board Leadership Development, with giving her the courage to act on her convictions. “It was scary to use the word racism because I wasn’t clear how people would react. She
encouraged me, and I kept talking about it. I kept encouraging people to attend the workshop.
Our general manager Chris Dilley attended, and he got fired up about it, too. Over time, other
directors went to the workshop, and we had a shared language and a shared understanding of
what racism is. As more and more people got excited about the work, eventually there was a
movement to start an anti-racism team within the co-op.”
People’s also sends staff to a 2.5-day workshop addressing institutional racism, and the co-op
is now in the process of creating a transformation team consisting of staff, directors, and owners. Mundy says, “You just can’t blow something up and start over from the beginning. You
have to change from the inside out…We want to grow people, and we also want to grow the
organization.”

What Are the Benefits?

Eliminating racism and classism’s pernicious effects on our co-ops is a long-term journey. Yet
I was surprised at how many current benefits those I spoke to are getting from their work.
Dilley at People’s has received both personal and professional benefits, ”I see an opportunity to
raise my son differently. [Without this work] we wouldn’t have spoken about race and racism
so clearly.” Mundy believes that at People’s they are “building resilience in our community…and
building collaboration and cooperation in our organization.” For Lahti, feeling that she is part of
creating long-term, tangible and sustaining change, “was/is the most beneficial thing.”
Brandon Kane says, “There are so many things that just seem futile, but in this kind of work,
when you’re in an organization like GreenStar that has a real impact on the community, you can
actually see tangible outcomes. You can increase employment, membership, co-sponsor events.
It’s the community we all want to live in.”

Congratulations, Henry!

In June, Henry, our
Produce Manager, was
honored as one of the
top 25 retail produce
managers in the U.S.
at the United Fresh
National Produce Trade
Show in Chicago.
We are so proud of the
work that Henry and
his team do at
the co-op!

Henry, on left, with Brian Dey, Produce Merchandiser for Four Seasons Wholesale Produce Distributor.

Get Your Freeze On
Liz McMann, Stronger Together

There’s a special kind of hoarding
reserved for lovers of local produce.
We know who we are. We plant
waaayyyy more tomatoes than anyone
should try to fit into one garden bed.
We sign up for CSA shares and still stop by the co-op and the farmers’ market, “just to pick up a few things.” A flat of strawberries later, we’re making
smoothies for our friends to use all this produce before it’s past its prime.
This is where freezers save the day. Sure, freezing foods isn’t as sexy as
canning or as hip as fermenting. But often it’s the most practical way to deal
with a bumper crop of kale, a glut of blueberries, or even leftovers from a
big meal.
The only catch? You’ll still have to follow some important steps to be sure
you end up with high quality foods once their day of defrosting comes. The
key to high quality frozen foods is in stopping any enzymes from ripening
your produce, sealing out any air, and preventing large ice crystals.

Stop! In the Name of (Frozen) Love

All those enzymes that bring carrots to the peak of sweetness can make
things go south if they aren’t stopped before freezing. Sure, freezing does slow
down the ripening process. But it won’t stop altogether unless you go on the
offensive. This isn’t much of a concern with most fruits, meats and prepared
meals. But when it comes to freezing fresh veggies, blanching before freezing is
the way to go. Blanching involves dipping fresh vegetables in boiling water for a
short period of time to deactivate ripening enzymes and then dunking them in
ice water to stop any cooking. It goes really quickly and pays off in top quality
vegetables. Need to see it to believe it? Hilah Johnson shows how easy it is in
this Co+op Kitchen video, Blanch and Freeze Fresh Vegetables.

Burn Me Once, Shame on You.
Burn Me Twice, Shame on Me.

It’s happened to me. It’s happened to most of us. But freezer burn is avoidable, as long as you keep a few things in mind. Freezer burn is usually caused
by not using an air-tight container and allowing moisture to leak out of a food
into that dry freezer air.
This is why I buy plastic freezer bags and glass jars specifically for freezing
my food. Wax paper is great for wrapping meats and cheeses, too. But the
wax paper is just the first layer—these items still need to be sealed in an
airtight container for safekeeping.

And I’ve learned my lesson the hard way. Glass jars can be excellent for
storing liquids, sauces and crushed fruits, but be sure to leave plenty of space
in the top of the jar to allow room for the food to expand as it freezes—
about 1.5 inches for quart jars. Otherwise, say sayonara to that mason jar.
My favorite way to freeze most anything is in individual pieces (think: peas,
strawberries, beans, and banana chunks). I lay them out on wax paper on
a baking sheet and pop them in the freezer overnight. The next morning,
I dump them into a freezer bag, compost the wax paper, and seal my food
away for the long, hard winter.

Ice, Ice Baby

I love big, crunchy ice crystals in a summer sno-cone, but these are devastating to home-frozen foods. When ice crystals form, they can burst the
cell walls inside your fruits and veggies, making them mushy. To prevent this,
make sure your freezer is set to 0°F or lower before even thinking about
freezing those berries. Then, let your foods hang out in the refrigerator for a
spell, so that they’re nice and cold before putting them in the deep freeze.
Next, make sure not to overload your freezer with a massive amount of
food to freeze. Usually about 2-3 lbs. of food is a manageable amount to add
for each cubic feet of storage space in your freezer. Any more and it could
take over 24 hours for the food to freeze, leading to bigger ice crystals and a
mushy texture.

File It Away Now

The back of my freezer used to be uncharted territory—a place foods went
to die. As soon as I put something in the back of the freezer, all memory of
that food was erased from my mind. Now I’ve caught on to my tendencies
and use a little reminder sheet on the door of my fridge, so the whole household knows what’s in store for them just beyond the freezer door.
I also started labeling my frozen foods. Just a moment with a Sharpie can
eliminate any future confusion. I include the date, the product, and any special
notes, like when the berries come from my own garden!
Labeling things also helps with using those frozen foods. Freezing is an
amazing thing, but it won’t keep foods in top shape forever. If a freezer is
consistently below 0°F, then most foods will keep for a year at top quality,
with fatty meats and fish being the first to decline. But if a freezer fluctuates
between 0° and 10°, like many 2-door refrigerator/freezer combos, foods are
best eaten within several months. Keep in mind that they won’t ever become
unsafe to eat, but their quality will begin declining after this period.
These days I’m still planting too many tomatoes and lusting after every new
fruit that’s in season. I still have my sanity questioned when I bring home
more green beans. But when I open my freezer door and see those stacks of
bright, local foods in the middle of February, it’s all worth it!
See more at: http://strongertogether.coop/food-lifestyle/cooking/get-your-freeze-on/#sthash.Zo6Hq0cb.dpuf
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ART AND ENTERTAINMENT

Arts Night Out

Cindy Lutz Kornet June 2015

Cafe Gallery Shows

Cassandra Bils Teen Art Show
Meet the artists who will be showing their work in our cafe
gallery in the months ahead. Stop by the cafe seating area the
second Friday of each month from 5-7 pm. We host an artist’s
reception as part of Northampton's Arts Night Out. Enjoy live
music and free refreshments. Everyone is welcome.
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Missy Ashton May 2015

Special thanks to Outreach Volunteer Jane Nevinsmith who
coordinates and hosts this important community program.
Are you an acoustic musician who might like an opportunity
to have your music heard live at the co-op?
Contact trevor@trevorthegamesman.com.

Picnic Presentations
Wednesdays at Noon
Enjoy our free Picnic Presentations, a lunchtime series held on our deck.
The series offers presentations from different local organizations and
performers, every Wednesday from noon to 1:00 pm. Stop by, grab your
favorite lunch from the deli and come out to our deck for a delightful hour
of music, art, literature, history or nature.

Top Left Clockwise: Rob Peck, harmonica and penny whistle; Rona Levanthal, story teller;
young visitor with pet mice; Matthew and dogs from North King Animal Clinic

LAZY AUGUST

HELLO SEPTEMBER

August 12
Stephen Devine
Feng Shui

September 9
Madelaine Zadik
Smith College Botanical
Gardens

August 19
Skye Long &
Laura Doubleday
Science Cafe

September 16
Richard Michelson &
Patrick Donnelley
Poetry Reading

August 26
Carol Duke,
Flower Hill Farm Retreat
Gardening for Wildlife

September 23
Tom Knight Music

August 5
Marin Goldstein
Center for
EcoTechnology

September 2
Suzanne Strempek Shea
Local Author Book Reading

September 30
Robert Floyd Photo
Nova Scotia/Greenland
Slideshow & Travelogue
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Looking for Leaders
Run for the Board of Directors!
Want to grow your cooperative leadership skills?
Love your co-op? Run for the Board of Directors!
Applications, available on our website
due 9/1/15 to bod@rivervalleymarket.coop.
For more information, contact Jade Barker at
bod@rivervalleymarket.coop

Join us for dinner and a movie!
Friday
August 7, 2015
5:30-9:30 pm
Quonquont Farm,
Whately
Live music with
Gumbo Jumbo
Dixieland

A film by Steve Alves

Admission $12.50
Buy your tickets IN ADVANCE at River Valley Market.

MENU FRESH FROM OUR DELI
House-Smoked BBQ Pulled Pork Sandwich
House-Smoked BBQ Tofu Sandwich
Mac & Cheese
Cole Slaw
Vegan Potato Salad
Fresh Watermelon
Fresh Local Seasonal Fruit Crisp with
Bart's Vanilla Ice Cream

For events listings, see our online calendar and sign up for e-mail updates at rivervalleymarket.coop.
Follow us on Facebook (River Valley Market Coop) and Twitter (rivervalleymkt).

